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Title: Evaluating the multilingual capabilities of PERO-OCR with 

digitised historical newspapers: A Belgian case study   

 

Historical newspapers are increasingly being analyzed in humanities research and thus digitized 

by cultural heritage institutions. In this process of digitization and OCRing, automatic 

classification, such as article segmentation, and full text indexing of the extracted text is 

completed most often with a language model to theoretically increase the quality of the results. 

In the case of multilingual sources, and further automating this process for large collections over 

different time periods, the efficiency of this approach is put to question. In this presentation we 

will present results of the OCCAM (OCR, ClassificAtion & Machine Translation) project’s digital 

humanities case which implements a pipeline utilizing PERO-OCR, resulting in high-quality 

OCR of multiple languages of historical newspapers.  

 

PERO is a novel, learning-based, fully adaptable and customizable open-source recognition 

engine that aims to improve accessibility of digitized historic documents. It is based on state-of-

the-art methods from computer vision, machine learning (esp. deep neural networks), and 

language modeling. PERO extends automation and capabilities of digitization pipeline by 

providing tools for automated quality assessment and control, quality improvement, automated 

text transcription of historic printed documents, semi-automated handwritten text transcription, 

and automatic extraction of semantic information from semi-structured documents. Particular 

attention is paid to low-quality historic printed and handwritten documents that cannot be 

automatically processed by the currently available tools. 

 

We explain how images of textual sources in multiple languages can efficiently be OCRed using 

a machine learning based model, enabling both the annotation of corrections and automatic text 

recognition of  a set of multilingual historical newspapers from KBR- the Royal Library of 

Belgium's historical newspaper collections: BelgicaPress (Figure 1.). Through examples from a 

set of Dutch and French language newspapers from the early 1900s, we present the results 

obtained using PERO-OCR and compare this with the original OCR. This results in high-quality 
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OCR, that is flexible to diverse layouts of historical newspapers of varying quality (Figure 2.), 

with adaptation needed for line detection / layout identification (Figure 3.); and various 

combinations of printed and handwritten text (e.g. signatures in newspapers). In generating a 

PAGE XML format the PERO-OCR platform also affords an adaptable output for post-

processing. This suggests that a general model in comparison to the novel learning-based 

recognition engine of PERO-OCR results in a flexible and adaptable tool for full text results for 

large multilingual collections. 

 

 

Figure 1. Multilingual example from within one newspaper article of De Standaard from 1919. 

 
 

Figure 2. Signaling potential errors due to image quality issues 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Layout identification 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


